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An important problem in space physics still not understood well is how the solar wind enters the
Earth’s magnetosphere. Evidence is presented that transient solar wind particles produced by solar
disturbances can appear in the Earth’s mid-altitude ��5 RE geocentric� cusps with densities nearly
equal to those in the magnetosheath. That these are magnetosheath particles is established by
showing they have the same “flattop” electron distributions as magnetosheath electrons behind the
bow shock. The transient ions are moving parallel to the magnetic field �B� toward Earth and often
coexist with ionospheric particles that are flowing out. The accompanying waves include
electromagnetic and broadband electrostatic noise emissions and Bernstein mode waves.
Phase-space distributions show a mixture of hot and cold electrons and multiple ion species
including field-aligned ionospheric O+ beams. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2965825�

Earth’s magnetic field at high altitudes has funnel-
shaped regions called “cusps.” The cusp geometry is associ-
ated with many magnetic structures, including those of pul-
sar magnetospheres. Cusp magnetic fields received much
attention in early fusion research when ways were sought to
trap and confine plasmas. Theoretical analysis has shown
that particle trajectories depend on initial phase angles of
injected particles and can pass through the “throat” without
mirroring1,2 or interact with trapped particles exciting insta-
bilities and heat plasma.3

Space plasma observations first recognized the impor-
tance of cusps when magnetosheath particles were detected
in the polar region.4,5 Systematic studies of cusps have been
made possible recently by Cluster,6 whose apogee and peri-
gee are, respectively, at �19 RE and �4 RE and the orbit
plane perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. The four spacecraft
frequently cut through the mid-altitude ��5 RE� and high-
altitude ��10 RE� cusp regions �RE�6400 km�. Cluster has
shown, for example, that the high-altitude cusps adjacent to
the magnetopause are often permeated with large-amplitude
waves.7 Cluster also has found energetic particles up to sev-
eral hundred keV in the cusps, corroborating earlier
observations.8,9 During disturbed solar wind, even energetic
�20 keV O+ ions are detected.10 Moreover, intense ion
fluxes detected at the expected regions of mid-altitude cusps
have strengthened the idea that magnetosheath particles are
entering the high-altitude cusps.11

We have now quantified the cusp particle observations
using transient solar wind density increases produced by so-
lar disturbances. We measure the transient solar wind density
first at L1 and later at high- or mid-altitude cusp regions

depending on whether Cluster is near apogee or perigee.
Sixty such transient events have been studied �thirty each at
mid- and high-altitudes� covering periods of fast and slow
solar wind and northward and southward interplanetary mag-
netic fields. The same events measured in two different re-
gions have shown that the transient particles at mid-altitude
cusps can have densities nearly equal to magnetosheath den-
sities. The electrons accompanying the ions have a “flattop”
shape distribution similar to those behind the bow shock,12

firmly establishing that magnetosheath particles are being de-
tected. Ionospheric particles escape through the same cusp
fields that solar wind particles are streaming in. The accom-
panying waves include whistlers, Debye scale electron holes,
and Bernstein mode waves.

Previous observations have shown that “pressure pulses”
associated with transient solar wind density increases can
intensify the dynamic aurora,13 trigger a substorm,14 and ex-
cite traveling convection vortices.15 However, there have
been no reports about the pressure pulse particles entering
the cusps.

The solar wind transients are easy to recognize by their
higher densities and lower temperature than the unperturbed
solar wind.16 Below are shown two transient events that
Cluster intercepted in the magnetosheath �21 June 2007� and
mid-altitude cusp �21 October 2001�.

A. Solar Wind: Two transient solar wind events ob-
served by ACE are shown in Fig. 1. On 21 June 2007, the
quiet �transient� solar wind densities were �5 cc−1 �30 cc−1�,
bulk speed �370 km s−1 �460 km s−1�, temperature
T�10 eV �3 eV�, and �=2�0nkT /B2�0.2 �20-80�. On 21
October 2001, the quiet �transient� densities were 7 cc−1

�30 cc−1�, V�650 km s−1 �700 km s−1�, T�20 eV �5 eV�,
and ��0.1 �0.7�.a�Electronic mail: parks@ssl.berkeley.edu
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B. Magnetosheath: The transient retained its shape but
the bulk ion parameters changed �Fig. 2�. The temperature
increased to Tmsh�200 eV and the bulk speeds reduced to
Vx=−300 km s−1 that steadily slowed as Cluster approached
the magnetopause �Vy =−100 km s−1 and Vz=−30 km s−1�.
The several magnetopause crossings Cluster encountered,
starting �0700 UT, were likely due to dynamic pressure
variations in the solar wind. Magnetosphere �magnetosheath�
is identified by low ion density � a few tenths cc−1

��10 cc−1�, high temperature, �2 keV ��200 eV�, and rela-
tively low �high� bulk speeds �50 km s−1 ��200 km s−1�.

The density nmsh�95 cc−1 is about three times the
�30 cc−1 at L1. This increase is attributed to the slowing
down of the solar wind and compression across the bow
shock. The increase of nmsh is common to all of the events
studied. We have observed nmsh increase up to four times nsw.
�We consider only density changes because temperature
changes require knowledge about heating mechanisms that
are still not clearly understood.�

Note the extremely high � plasma ��100–1000� in the
magnetosheath and V� �black� exceeding the local Alfvén
speed, VA=Bo / ��o nm�1/2. For this event, V� was
�200 km s−1, VA�30 km s−1, and V��VA for the entire
magnetosheath. Inside the magnetosphere, V� was
�0 km s−1 indicating there was no transport across the mag-
netopause. This behavior is seen for nearly all magnetopause
crossings studied, including times when Vsw was as low as
�300 km s−1, when a lower hybrid soliton was detected at
the magnetopause17 and during flux transfer events detected
by Cluster18 �not shown�.

C. Mid-Altitude Magnetosphere: Cluster was on the
dayside inbound from the southern hemisphere perigee when
it encountered an abrupt increase of ion density at �2110
UT flowing along B with Vz�V� �−400 km s−1 lasting until
�2116 UT when the density reached a maximum �Fig. 3�.
The bulk speed was V��100 km s−1. The ion T�1 keV
�but anisotropic, T� /T��3� and � reached �1. Note the
large heat flux H� �3 erg cm−2 s−1 flowing into the iono-
sphere. The geomagnetic field underwent large deformation,
reducing �B� from �350 nT �200 nT.

The �110 cc−1 peak density measured by SC1 is more
than twice the �50 cc−1 at L1. We do not have direct mea-
surements of nmsh by Cluster. However, the transient solar
wind compressed the magnetopause and the Geotail space-

FIG. 1. �Color� Ion bulk parameters �64 s averages� of solar wind �left, 21
June 2007; right, 21 October 2001� for energies �10 eV /q–25 keV /q at L1

measured by ACE �Advanced Composition Explorer�. Shown are nsw, Tsw,
Vsw, �sw, and B. Solar wind nsw increases are caused by transient solar
disturbances.

FIG. 2. �Color� Bulk parameters from Cluster 1 �SC1� of the transient in the
magnetosheath on 21 June 2007 ��15 eV to 35 keV/charge�. From top to
bottom are spin averaged data �4s� of the energy spectrogram, nmsh, Tmsh,
Vmsh in GSE �Geocentric Solar Ecliptic�, Vmsh relative to B denoted by
sub-indices � and �, plasma �msh �red�, particle �black�, B-pressure �blue�,
and �B�.

FIG. 3. �Color� Intense ion fluxes are detected by Cluster on the dayside �21
October 2001� at the expected mid-altitude cusp region. SC1 at 2110 UT
was at �2.9, −0.23, −4.57� RE in GSE �RE�6400 km�. Top to bottom, en-
ergy flux spectrogram, n and T, Vx, Vy, Vz �GSE�, plasma � �red�, particle
�black� and B-pressure �blue�, heat flux H and B field.
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craft crossed into the magnetosheath in the dawn sector �3.4,
−20.3, −0.3� RE measuring a density of �30 cc−1 in the en-
ergy range 100 eV–45 keV �Not shown�. The lower density
measured by Geotail is due to a more restricted range of
energies measured.

Electron Distributions: The sequence of one-
dimensional �1D� cuts of electron phase space distributions
�spin average, 4s� parallel �black� and perpendicular �red� to
B show that before entry into the high-density plasma region,
the distributions had cold and hot components �Fig. 4�. The
hot electrons with −v� are electrons coming from the iono-
sphere. The −v� electrons going toward the ionosphere are
initially anisotropic and become nearly isotropic. The distri-
bution turns over at −v� �7�106 m s−1, forming a “flattop”
shape. These flattop shape distributions are similar to
shocked solar wind found in the magnetosheath.12 That such
distributions can appear at mid-altitude cusp is consistent
with Cluster traversing a region that was connected to the
magnetosheath. The temperature of the cold component is
Te�10–20 eV and hot Te�60–100 eV. The current density
�J� deduced from electrons along B shows a bipolar feature
with J� �400 nA m−2. Heat flux �H� �0.03 ergcm−2 s−1� was
measured at the leading �trailing� edges flowing into �out of�
the ionosphere and in between �−0.02 erg cm−2 s−1� was
flowing out �not shown�.

Ion Distributions: Two-dimensional �v� ,v�� cuts of 3D
ion phase-space distributions �three spin averages� have been
computed after subtracting the perpendicular flow from
2107:13-2114:15 UT �Fig. 4�. Near the origin of each panel
is a low-energy ionospheric beam, which the composition
instrument clearly resolves as O+ �It appears in the spectro-
gram as the “monoenergetic” 100 eV ions.� The sequence
shows a low energy O+ field aligned beam propagating out-
ward along B from the ionosphere, a few keV H+ beam
propagating toward the ionosphere, and an isotropic high-
energy magnetospheric population. These ions are seen to

mirror below the spacecraft, and initially exhibit a loss cone
for the returning ions. Later, the distributions evolved to a
bi-Maxwellian, with T��2.5�107 K��T��1.5�107 K�.

Waves: The waves accompanying the mid-altitude cusp
particles are electromagnetic �EM� and broadband electro-
static �ES� emissions and electron Bernstein modes at mul-
tiples of ��n+1 /2�fce, where fce is the electron cyclotron
frequency �Fig. 5�. The EM emissions are whistler mode
waves. The broadband bursty ES waves are due to unre-
solved solitary electron holes.19 The broadband ES and Bern-
stein mode waves are always observed with the transient
particles in mid-altitude cusps.

These observations raise many questions about the inter-
action of the transient solar wind with the magnetosphere.
The IMF during the events studied fluctuated considerably
and included both northward and southward directions. Our
studies indicate solar wind plasma is indeed entering the
magnetosphere via the cusps as previously suggested.7,11 The
nearly equal densities observed at mid-altitude cusps to those
in the magnetosheath suggest that the particles may be free
streaming along B. The estimated number of particles enter-
ing the cusp for a one-hour transient using a typical
RE�RE cusp area7 yields �1030 particles. This large number
is possibly significant. However, observations do not tell us
what fraction remains in the magnetosphere or mirrors back
to the magnetosheath. Modeling may reveal what fraction of
these particles become trapped and contribute to the ring
current.

The electron holes could be produced locally by a two-
stream instability or come from the high-altitude cusp.20 The
Bernstein mode waves are similar to those seen in the plas-
masphere and the magnetosphere.19 They can be excited by a
mixture of cold and anisotropic hot electrons with back-
ground ions,21,22 ion shell distributions,23 and ion beams
propagating perpendicular to B.24 No models have incorpo-
rated ion beams parallel to B.

Transient particles in the magnetosheath create a consid-
erable amount of disturbance. On 21 October 2001, the tran-
sient particles were not only injected into the cusp, but they
could have triggered magnetospheric instability �substorm�
that produced an intense aurora. Cluster by coincidence de-

FIG. 4. �Color� Phase-space distributions of electrons �top� and ions �bot-
tom�. The electrons are for energies above the spacecraft potential �15 eV�.
��� and �-� v� correspond to directions parallel and antiparallel to B. The
“flattop” shape electron distributions are similar to magnetosheath distribu-
tions. The ions show mixed magntosheath, magnetospheric, and ionospheric
distributions. Species identifications are made using the ion composition
data.

FIG. 5. �Color� A wave spectrogram �21 October 2001�. EM waves are
electron and ion cyclotron emissions. The broadband ES emissions are pro-
duced by deBye-scale electron holes. The narrow emissions at harmonics
��n+1 /2�fce are Bernstein mode waves. Density �22 cc−1 for electrons
and protons and �B�=240 nT at 2112 UT yield the following frequencies:
cyclotron fce�6.73 kHz and fci�3.67 Hz, plasma fpe�44.3 kHz and
fpi�972 Hz, lower and upper hybrid f lh�155 Hz, fuh�44.8 kHz.
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tected high fluxes of energetic ��20 keV� O+ ions precipi-
tating into the ionosphere, while cold ionospheric O+ ions
were flowing out �not shown�. This solar wind transient ini-
tiated a moderate size magnetic storm.

We need to investigate what processes can transport par-
ticles in the cusps nearly unimpeded from the magnetosheath
into the magnetosphere. We also need to understand the sig-
nificance of ionospheric particles that extend out into the
magnetosheath and the high � super-Alfvénic bulk flows that
accompany solitary waves and FTEs. Some of the cusp
events we studied also included tens of keV particles in the
transient solar wind. We need to evaluate how these particles
are related to the energetic particles observed in high-altitude
cusps.9,25 Plans are underway to combine data analysis and
modeling to enhance our understanding of the physics of
solar wind interaction with the magnetosphere.

The research at UC Berkeley is performed under NASA
Grant No. NNG04GF23G.
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